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No, COVID-19 is not a great opportunity to make a personal assessment and to develop

“soft skills” or even to learn new methods of disruptive management.

COVID-19 is a pandemic that strikes by its human and economic consequences, by its

geographical extent and finally, by the many unknowns that weigh on the future. Too

many commentators are watering down the more or less verified information networks or

putting the State on trial, thinking they are the real digital heroes of the transition from a

"world before" to a "world after".

The latter contribute to mask a raw reality: nothing will be done from the couch. We are

faced with a twofold major challenge: to heal our wounds on the one hand and to find the

tools for rehabilitation on the other. All components of society are involved and the

younger generation is potentially the one that will have to make the most effort.

In the course of its history, France may have been affected, but it has never been on its

knees. “Our Future" is the modest contribution of Les Jeunes IHEDN to this collective

effort.
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COVID-19 is a pandemic

Dorian PETEY
President



The major challenges of the future have always been the driving force behind the work

carried out by Les Jeunes IHEDN in France, Europe and internationally.

This unprecedented crisis has shaken our daily lives, made us lose our bearings and deeply

shaken our certainties about the future. If Covid-19 has reshuffled the cards, it has not

disengaged us nor diverted us from our primary vocation: federate young people and offer

them a platform for reflection and action.

This is why we launched the task force “Our Future". First, to share together our

perceptions about the crisis we are going through, the lessons we are learning from it and

the concerns it generates. Second, to think the future by projecting ourselves into the next

world.

Throughout the lockdown, we mobilized our community and led virtual workshops around

8 topics of interest to the youth, in order to cross our reflections on the current period

and express our expectations.

It lead up to a collective and non-exhaustive work, sometimes idealistic, but full of hope

and commitment : 32 ambitions for the future.

We wish you a good reading.
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Collaboration at the heart

Fadila LETURCQ
Head of strategy
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Team and aknowledgments

The pilot team

Composed of three members - Marguerite Quichaud, Raphaël Kenigsberg and Fadila Leturcq - the
pilot team was responsible for coordinating the reflections and writing the report. The team made an
effort to select, arrange the proposals and present the strong messages that our association and our
youth wanted to bring forward.

We would like to thank the members of pilot team for this work, which mobilised them for 5 weeks, as
well as the translators of the report: Maxence Loisel, Elizabeth Rogalski, Erik Law de Lauriston, Solène
Horvatic and Guillaume P..

The « facilitators »

As the linchpin of “Our Future", the members of the “facilitators’" team led the workshops around 8
themes:

1. Economy and Industry : Raphaël Kenigsberg
2. Work : Fadila Leturcq
3. Education : Hédi Zerai
4. Environment : Joseph Nemer et Louis-Marie Zeller
5. Defense and Security : Mathilde Alliot, Amandine Chourlin, Alexandra Herman
6. Health : Laurent Ferrier, Thomas Lallia, Diane Sopracase
7. International Relations : Marguerite Quichaud et Mathilde Alliot
8. Innovation and Technology : Mathilde Herman

We would like to thank all these facilitators as well as all the steering committee representatives, study
committee leaders, regional and international delegates, ambassadors and active and passionate
members who attended these workshops.

More than a hundred committed young people took part in this work of collective intelligence,
participated in the formalization of these 32 ambitions for the future and contributed to the proposals
for this report.

The Communications team

This document could not be in your hands without the involvement and expertise of our head of
communications : Hélène Rolet, as well as that of our Head of the community : Laurent Ferrier.

We are also very grateful for the work carried out by Anaïs Nouar and Louis Durrieu, which made it
possible to send this production to all influential actors and decision-makers in France and around the
world.
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Introduction

We very often associate crisis with chaos, decadence and destruction. However, crisis is also an

open window to renewal and creation.

Galvanized by this optimistic version of the concept of crisis, we have allowed ourselves to imagine

and to dream the future. A way to give meaning to this unprecedented period and to prepare for

the future.

But what future ?

The one where we will have to face up to, in order to repair the damage caused by the Covid-19

and to anticipate the next crises.

The future in which we will also have to bounce back in a sustainable way by cooperating with our

neighbors and preserving our environment.

Finally, the future in which we will have to think and decide as citizens belonging to three

interdependent communities: French, European and international.

These 32 ambitions are not an analysis of the causes of our current state, nor are they lessons for

the world afterwards. These ambitions are young, ambitious but above all voluntary. They are a

humble and simple attempt to illuminate the future in which we will be actors, for a better world.



FRANCE



STRENGTHENING AND MOBILIZING 
HUMAN CAPITAL TO FACE CRISIS

France #1



Zinedine Zidane, a French footballer and 1998 world champion, understood that the driving force

behind any action lies in the collective strength and mobilization of all, in success as well as failure.

For Les Jeunes IHEDN, a crisis is well managed by making sure that the women and men who have

to deal with it have solid means and capacities. Equally important, combining and coordinating

their skills is crucial for an effective exit strategy. Again, "we win and we lose as a team"...

We therefore recommend expanding and deploying more actively existing military and medical

reserves. To give the French National Guard (”Garde Nationale”) a decisive coordination role of

deployed forces, we call for the facilitated and strengthened involvement of other civil society

actors in crisis management whether they are private or public organizations.

Finally, we strongly encourage the launch of a project aimed at increasing recognition of frontline

professions: from healthcare workers to law enforcement, from supermarket and cleaning

company employees to truck drivers and delivery drivers. They are the vital forces of the country:

let’s consider them at their fair value.
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STRENGTHENING AND MOBILIZING HUMAN 
CAPITAL TO FACE CRISIS

Individual performance is not the most important thing. We win 
and lose as a team.

Zinedine ZIDANE



Ambition #1
In times of crisis, the mobilization of the operational reserve



The mobilization against the present crisis shows a paradox: on the one hand there

is a strong involvement of civil society (especially in the framework of the Civic

Reserve) and on the other hand an under-mobilization of operational reservists

(armed forces and cyber-reservists in particular).

The current crisis therefore reveals a need to clarify the operational contract for the

protection of national territory devolved to the French National Guard (“Garde

Nationale”). While there is a policy on the use of reserves (PIA-4.14.4), there is no

proper doctrine on the use of reserves.

Unlike in the United States, Germany or the United Kingdom, the French National

Guard (“Garde Nationale”) has not been deployed in population assistance missions,

such as: logistical and administrative support to hospitals, clinics, doctors' surgeries,

biological laboratories, pharmacies, etc.; disinfection operations in public places and

areas (street furniture, stations, schools, etc.); and the provision of medical

assistance to the population.), assistance to the Internal Security Forces in

preventing containment measures, material assistance in setting up medical posts

for "drive" tests; assistance to health care providers (transport, meals, etc.) and

support for the population on the social front (delivery of food to vulnerable

persons, for example).
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Ambition #1
In times of crisis, the mobilization of the operational reserve 
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We recommend entrusting the Joint Center for Concepts, Doctrines and
Experimentation (CICDE) with the definition of a specific doctrine enabling a massive
and prompt deployment of the operational reserve in times of major crisis to prevent
a potential "second wave" of pandemic.

Proposal 1

It would be wise to have a joint agency to support the deployment and organization
of this reserve. The re-evaluation of the French National Guard’s (“Garde Nationale”)
missions could be considered, by taking for example inspiration from Anglo-Saxon
and German ways of operating.

Proposal 2

Reform the chain of the Joint Territorial Defense Organization (OTIAD) by making it
more agile and by territorializing the use of reserve force reinforcements. In
particular, as digital transformation is a mean to make the system more agile, digital
tools should be developed for the operational reserve in order to: provide a real-
time snapshot of the elementary reserve units stationed on or near a territory, the
available manpower and means, the missions to be provided, etc.; or allow
interoperability with the operational information and command system of the Civil
Defense (“Sécurité Civile”).

Proposal 3



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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Should the doctrine of employment and the territorial organization of operational reserves

(armies, police, cyber, etc.) be redefined to ensure mobilization in the event of a health crisis?

Operational Reserve : what does our community think? 

82% of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN community

think that the employment doctrine and the

territorial organization of the operational reserves

must be redefined for better reactivity in the event of

a health crisis. (1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 50 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

Les Jeunes IHEDN observe an under-use of the Operational Reserve Forces in this health crisis and are

considering rethinking their action and territorial organization, in order to be more reactive in time and

space in times of crisis. This also responds to the need for reservists to be involved, which became

apparent at the beginning of the crisis.

82%

18%

YES NON



Ambition #2
Open and transform the Healthcare Reserve



The medical environment is a complex ecosystem that is more than just the activity

of health care personnel and health professionals. Pharmacists, biologists,

researchers, computer scientists, logisticians, statisticians, to name but a few, all

contribute to making it work. These various professions could be integrated into the

medical reserve. The staff of biological analysis laboratories, for example, could be

mobilized to carry out tests; engineers and researchers could reinforce the hospital

structures by keeping a scientific watch (including specialized retirees, who would

not have to put their lives at risk).

All these personnel could also contribute to epidemiological monitoring activities.

Logistics specialists, for their part, could set up order, supply and distribution

channels to specific needs (careers, law enforcement, shopkeepers, private

individuals, etc.), by defining distribution priorities.

Health professionals should not be the only ones mobilized: students - who are not

sufficiently solicited - in biology, epidemiology, pharmacy, but also computer

science, etc., could also be called upon. Young people have already been mobilized

in several universities around the world, such as at Oxford University through the

Global Opportunities Threats Oxford (GOTO) project, and at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) through the MIT Covid-19 Challenge. It has shown that

it is not only proficient in crisis management, but that it is able to innovate and find

concrete solutions to improve the world of tomorrow.
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Ambition #2
Open and transform the Healthcare Reserve 
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According to the French National Public Health Agency (“Santé Publique France”),

only a dozen people are tasked with mobilizing health reservists in the event of a

crisis. This unit is also in charge of building up the pool of reservists, preparing

administrative files, planning training, selecting reservists according to their skills to

meet urgent needs, ensuring all the logistics for transporting and receiving reservists

and providing information on the mission to be accomplished. Finally, this same unit

debriefs reservists returning from missions, and pays for expenses incurred during

missions. Still according to the French National Public Health Agency (“Santé

Publique France”), in April 2020, faced with the mobilization due to the Covid-19

crisis, nearly 40,000 health professionals had started to register on the Healthcare

Reserve website, but only 3,800 had actually signed a 3-year commitment contract.
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The recruitment pool of health reservists could be expanded beyond health
professionals to also include biomedical professionals whose skills could contribute
to the fight against the pandemic.

Proposal 1

To improve the functioning of the Health Reserve, tasks should be shared between
the French National Public Health Agency (“Santé Publique France”) and the Regional
Health Authorities (“Agence Régionale de Santé”). Regional Health Authorities
should be responsible for setting up their own pool of reservists, managing the
administrative and logistical aspects of mobilizations, and finally both briefing and
debriefing missions.
Thus, the French National Public Health Agency (“Santé Publique France”) could
focus on doctrine and the coordination of actions to be taken in response to health
crisis situations.

Proposal 2

All individuals joining the Healthcare Reserve could follow a dedicated training
provided by the State (basic nursing gestures, handling of stretchers, administrative
support, maintenance staff, etc.), and could thus be mobilized on missions that do
not necessarily strictly fall within the medical field. This training could be based on
the model of Higher Military Preparation (“PMS”) of the army.

Proposal 3



Ambition #3
The creation of "Reserves" by professional branches



The current crisis highlights the gap between blue-collar workers, often on the front

lines, and white-collar workers that are generally confined.

In the context of wider calls for mobilization, notably through the creation of the

Civic Reserve, within various sectors such as the health, agricultural, food and

industry sector, shortages of labor proved to be problematic.

Today we find ourselves with some over-utilized human resources that are

participating in the "war" effort while others are insufficiently used and sometimes

kept in activities that are at a standstill. We therefore unproductively wasted time

within crisis management.

Testimonies of caregivers explaining that not all doctors were able to provide basic

nursing care or the loss of crops by several farmers due to the lack of "arms" are

indicative of this imbalance.

Therefore, we encourage each professional branch, in a context of crisis or during

large-scale activity disruptions, to call upon general mobilization to support vital

operators.
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Ambition #3
The creation of "Reserves" by professional branches 
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Encourage professional branches and sectors to create "Professional Reserves". They
will enable the mobilization of volunteers with valuable skills both during crises and
recovery phases once activities are back on track.

Proposal 1

Ensure that all individuals are mastering the production processes of goods or
services within their professional field. It is common for industries to organize
placements for new executives aimed at giving them an understanding of the
different activities performed and professions involved in the value chain.
We therefore recommend that companies, in cooperation with their branches,
organize training or awareness programs for intermediate and head executives. As a
result, they will be able to work on tasks performed at the bottom of the chain as
these are the ones usually most impacted during crisis.

Proposal 2



Ambition #4
Make the Civic Reserve a permanent and integrated structure in
order to federate public, private and non-profit actors



This crisis raises the issue of the industry’s reactivity and ability to contribute to crisis

management whether it is a large corporation or a smaller entity. As things currently

stand, there is a lack of coordination between initiatives. Their effectiveness can thus

be enhanced by better articulating and regrouping them.

Moreover, countless companies and actors from various types are willing to make

their know-how available to their clients or various organizations free of charge.

In "normal" times, consideration should be given to the design of crisis management

plans that define the roles of companies volunteering to contribute to the "war"

effort. In addition, a system aimed at both structuring service offers and making

available resources should be set up. These companies would be identified upstream

with clearly identified missions in order to make them operational quickly in the

event of a crisis. This coordination must also be able to be extended from the

national down to the local level.
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Ambition #4
Make the Civic Reserve a permanent and integrated structure in order to 
federate public, private and non-profit actors 
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There must be an entity that receives, processes and organises free and voluntary
Proposals to help in crisis situations. This coordinating role could be the responsibility
of the Civic Reserve, which would become a permanent structure. In non-crisis
situations, this operator would be in charge of identifying and referencing the public
and private actors available in case of crisis and who have means of production and
resources to make available. This entity would identify the companies that provide
skills sponsorship so that they can be mobilized in times of crisis.
It would also carry out crisis management exercises to ensure the effectiveness of
the players in the event that the crisis management plan is being activated.
Compensations, such as tax incentives, could be offered as part of the commitment
of organizations, particularly private organizations, in order to make them participate
in the collective effort. Finally, a "Crisis Management Company", "Civic Reserve
Company" or "Resilient Company" label could be created.
It must be ensured that an appropriate legal framework is schemed to receive
donations and skills patronage in compliance with public procurement regulations.

Proposal 1

Consideration should be given to broadening the spectrum of volunteers by reaching
out to detainees through prison’s workshops. Individuals subject to community
service can also be relied upon in efforts towards crisis resolution. This contribution
by prisoners and the reintegration effort they would agree to make in this voluntary
approach could be valued and taken into consideration for their sentences
reduction.

Proposal 2



Ambition #5
In times of crisis, make skills patronage and redistribution of forces
as alternatives to State "airbag" measures



By using partial unemployment French companies are able to protect their

employees for unemployment. Nevertheless, it is a costly measure for the State, and

alternatives to this measure must be considered. In addition, precarious workers

have been massively affected by the crisis. Their slide into unemployment will

worsen the looming economic crisis.

Such “airbag” measures are only temporary and it is illusory to believe that the State

alone will be able to continue supporting the economy at such levels. We therefore

advocate a reconfiguration of State aid and more specifically of measures designed

to support populations and businesses in times of crisis
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Ambition #5
In times of crisis, make skills patronage and redistribution of forces as 
alternatives to State "airbag" measures 
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These periods of vulnerability should prompt companies to place greater value on
skills patronage and to retain employees on a voluntary basis as a substitute to
partial unemployment. This system would enable meeting the needs of several
structures that can be relayed by the Civic Reserve for example. Additionally, this
measure could give rise to tax incentives for companies.

Proposal 1

Adapt the State rates of coverage of partial unemployment according to the profile
of companies. The aim is to require large corporations to maintain part of the wages
of their employees who are on partial unemployment and to reduce the rate of
compensation for such corporations.
In this way, the State and the Unemployment Benefits Agency (“Unédic”)
compensations can remain at a decent level for SMEs and VSEs. To this purpose,
large corporations could obtain support from banks through interest-free loans for
instance.

Proposal 2

Redirect the unemployed with the required skills towards high priority jobs in times
of crisis (transport, cashier, factory worker, food production, etc.). This approach
could continue as long as necessary and could also direct these unemployed to a
platform enabling them to exercise their profession on behalf of other employers to
provide them with a minimum income.

Proposal 3



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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In the event of a health crisis with a major impact on your company's activity, which layout would

you choose between :

Option 1: Partial activity with 100% compensation of your salary.

Option 2: Making your skills available for the management of the health crisis (at the civic

reserve, for example) paid 100% by your employer as part of a skills sponsorship.

Skills-sharing sponsorship : what does our community think ? 

58% of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN prefer to be

integrated in a skills sponsorship program, 100% paid

by their employer. (1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 38 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

While the use of skills sponsorship is encouraged, Les Jeunes IHEDN insist on the fact that companies must

see an interest in it: advantageous tax compensation must be granted to them for having given up the

partial activity scheme and made their skills available. Les Jeunes IHEDN insist on the fact that its

implementation must be based on employee volunteering.

However, this innovative scheme divides the youth: 42% of respondents maintain a preference for partial

unemployment, as it is more advantageous (employees are not allowed to work when they are subject to

it) than mobilization.

42%

58%

Partial activity Skills-sharing sponsorship



Ambition #6
At the end of the crisis, reevaluate the remuneration policies of
those on the front line



The mobilization of care workers, delivery drivers, cashiers, police officers or postal

workers and all the other professions exposed to this crisis reveals their crucial

importance for the economy and in the survival of the country. The balance of

power within the professional sector will be shifted. In fact executives are confined

to their homes on the one hand, and on the other hand, workers mentioned above

who are on the front line fully embody resilience and crisis management.

It is essential to raise the remuneration of these “bottom-of-the-chain” jobs as a

mean to build up recognition. It can also be reinforced by symbolic acts such as

applause by the French population in support of the medical staff. Thereon, a large

scale review of the remuneration from public and private professions that are fully

involved in this crisis should definitely be considered. All the more so as the right to

withdraw in the event of a crisis is difficult to activate for these employees when

essential operators in which they work launch their Business Continuity Plan (“Plan

de continuité d’activité”).
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Ambition #6
At the end of the crisis, reevaluate the remuneration policies of those on 
the front line
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Work has to be undertaken around the public service index grids in order to weigh
the importance of the positions most exposed to risk. This project, which is
cumbersome in view of the constraints of the public sector, could be initiated by
launching a study among all agents, assessing their expectations and re-evaluating
the risks and constraints of the positions. Safeguarding the public service also means
maintaining its quality through fair remuneration of the staff most exposed to risks.

Proposal 1

A minimum base salary, higher than the minimum wage, may be considered for
private sector employees operating within essential operators. Equal pay for equal
work, but more so, to vitally important employee, vitally important salary.

Proposal 2



BECOME MORE EFFECTIVE IN CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT 

France #2



The current health crisis has raised questions about our readiness, our reactivity and our ability to

deploy and operate means to manage crises. Just as Kissinger, it seems that our agenda was not

ready to accommodate the crisis we are currently living. We therefore discussed several ambitions

aimed at making us more responsive and effective in crisis management.

We suggest involving military experts in Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) risks

for the resolution of non-malevolent health crises.

Both the internal and external communication from the armed forces could increase their strength

and transparency in order to avoid any misleading speculations. Finally, our discussions highlighted

two key crisis management issues: maintaining order and managing the crisis in high-density urban

areas.
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BECOME MORE EFFECTIVE IN CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT 

There cannot be a crisis next week. My schedule is 
already full.

Henry Kissinger



Ambition #7
Create a new articulation between CBRN forces and regular medical
personnel



It seems surprising that the army units in charge of CBRN issues were not called in as

reinforcements as soon as the Covid-19 pandemic, which represents a serious

biological threat on a national scale, broke out. These specialized units were only

mobilized on an ad hoc basis as part of the very recent Operation Resilience,

launched by the Minister of the Armed Forces on 25 March 2020.

They are particularly involved in sanitizing aircrafts following the creation of the

airlift designed to relieve hospital overcrowding. They also advised a private

company tasked with the sterilization of the “Assemblée Nationale” and the Senate

prior to voting the extension of national emergency plan.
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Ambition #7
Create a new articulation between CBRN forces and regular medical personnel 
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It would be necessary to launch a governmental reflection to articulate, in the event
of a health crisis, the CBRN forces and the regular health forces, in order to broaden
the biological component in the field of action of the CBRN forces.

Proposal



INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR A 
RESILIENT NATION 

France #3



Trying situations allow us to bounce back and learn to prepare for any eventualities. Preparing for

adversity means considering all possible changes in our environment and learning how to respond

to them.

This crisis has put us face to face with our limits: unpreparedness and difficulty adapting to the

measures implemented. However, resilience and crisis management are trending concepts, as

many books, conferences, methods, and training courses have popularized them in recent years.

Developing a culture of adaptation and resilience seems indispensable in terms of crisis

management. To train citizen and students to deal with any upheaval would be the first step.

Inform citizen and call for vigilance, particularly in regards to digital fraud, would be next.

Continuous improvement, in a country where 20% of the population come from primary school and

high school represent a success key to adapt.

Change must be consider right now to be efficient.
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INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR A 
RESILIENT NATION 

Every day you say: “Oh, I've got heaps of time. I'll learn that 
tomorrow,” But you see how things turn out …

Alphonse Daudet



Ambition #8
Develop a culture of crisis management among citizens



In Regional Health Authorities (“Agence Régionale de Santé”), emergency

acculturation should be reinforced by specific training and regular exercise, so that

to accelerate decision-making in the interest of the patient during a crisis.

With regard to the training of civilians, the case of Japan, a country highly exposed to

natural disasters such as earthquakes or tsunamis, is interesting to study and even

duplicate. Children are trained from an early age in essential gestures (cutting off the

gas, taking refuge under a table, etc.). Seismic simulation trucks are regularly

deployed in the streets of the country as a national exercise; and the survival

accessories trade is very successful. The Japanese armed forces even go so far as to

distribute a lighter version of their documentation on CBRN risk management

processes, in order to train to react in case of emergency.
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Ambition #8
Develop a culture of crisis management among citizens 
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It would be interesting to regularly train French citizens to deal with crisis situations,
through targeted communications and regular exercises, which could be organized
within companies and coordinated by the State, in order to awaken crisis
management reflexes.

Proposal 1

It could be useful to anticipate health crises by marketing "Epidemic Kits" to the
general public, labelled by the State and meeting strict quality standards and criteria,
which have been made mandatory, like car signaling kits.

Proposal 2



Ambition #9
Develop a culture of crisis management among students



Pandemic situation and containment are unprecedented situations in France.

However, they have been known for decades in other countries that have proved to

be better prepared for this health crisis and more responsive than France. This is the

case of certain African countries affected by major health crises such as Guinea or

Nigeria, or Asian countries (Ebola, SARS-Cov, fevers, etc.). The violence and speed of

the contagion in France came as a real surprise. A potential situation ignored for

several years. It prompts us to think about how to anticipate future crises and how

to prepare the population, especially children, whose learning and living

environment has been transformed.

It seems essential to establish a culture of crisis management by preparing pupils

and students for future crises. It is not a question of worrying them, but of making

them aware of the changes that may occur in their daily lives and allowing them to

adapt. In this sense, we believe it is necessary to incorporate crisis management

awareness into their curriculum, just as road safety awareness can be conducted on

a regular basis in schools.
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Ambition #9
Develop a culture of crisis management among students 
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Create a basic safety, health and first aid training course, given in primary school and
high school, or even universities and sanctioned by a certificate (School Road Safety
Certificate “ASSR” type), included in school curricula.

Proposal 1

Integrate in this training some "serious game" to put student in real situations,
especially the youngest.

Proposal 2



Ambition #10
Educate citizens in digital good practices



In this time of crisis, the number of digital interactions between individuals is

increasing. A phenomenon that catalyzes cyber threat. In this context, highly-

connected people is a target for criminal element. Citizens currently lack the digital

hygiene knowledge to protect themselves from attacks. There is a need to provide

an educational offer adapted to all those vulnerable to these attacks.

In view of these elements it seems important to us to considerably strengthen the

messages to inform about fraudulent practices and to avoid the spread of rumors

and fake news, which are sometimes spread for the purpose of political

destabilization.

The aim is to protect the financially strapped population, to avoid data leaks, and to

ease the tensions caused by the conspiracy movement, surfing on the anxiety and

fear that are common in times of crisis.
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Ambition #10
Educate citizens in digital good practices
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Create a platform and "vigilante" accounts on social networks or a platform to track
down misinformation from public persons, online press sites or television programs
and systematically denounce them as such by providing proof and arguments.

We have followed the Government's launch of the French "Desinfox“ platform for
fake news related to the current crisis. We believe that it should be massively
relayed and broaden partnerships with National and European media.

Proposal 1

Propose a "digital hygiene" MOOC adapted to schoolboys and students, which
should become compulsory within the institutions. To develop a version for senior
citizen who are victims of digital attack would be a great idea as well. For the time
being, the existing offer focuses on services for seniors that are already digitized
(HappyVisio) but another silent majority must be introduced to these tools.

Proposal 2

We also propose to increase the awareness of each individual to improve digital
security behaviors by strengthening the communication of the French National
Agency for the Security of Information Systems (ANSSI) and the General Directorate
for Competition, Consumer Affairs and Fraud Repression (DGCCRF) to the public, to
widely inform about good computer hygiene practices and the scams identified.
To do this, it would be possible to use very general public means such as the
broadcasting of television spots for example, in the same way as the health hygiene
recommendations concerning Covid-19.

Proposal 3



Ambition #11
Education: Guarantee equality by diversifying student learning 
materials 



The health crisis and the consequent containment reveal certain weaknesses of the

French school system, which lie mainly in its unpreparedness for crisis situations and

in the lack of coordinated national mechanisms to ensure continuity in education.

In primary and secondary education, responses were initially local, at the initiative of

teachers who had to organize - due to a lack of equipment or processes - to provide

distance learning. The use of email, WhatsApp, videoconferencing, postal mail, etc.,

has been a major factor in the success of the project. The use of email, WhatsApp,

videoconferencing, postal mail, etc.: the means of exchange between students and

teachers proved to be numerous, differed from one school to another and were set

up spontaneously. This diversity of tools is due to a disparity in family situations for

students who do not all have access to the means of communication used (Internet,

telephone, personal computer, etc.) or who have to deal with siblings with the same

needs.

The "Maison Lumni" of France Télévisions, in partnership with the French Ministry of

Education, intervened as a palliative to this situation, providing educational content

on a public channel that can also be found on a digital platform. It is a nonoptimal

solution, in a France where the rates of household equipment in television sets

(94%), computers (86%), smartphones (72%) and tablets (49%) are high compared to

other countries, but where the average number of these items of equipment (1.5 /

person) does not meet all the needs of the family (CSA, 2018). How can inclusion and

equality in education be ensured if there is no equality of means to educate oneself

?
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Ambition #11
Education: Guarantee equality by diversifying student learning materials 
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For many, digital education was presented as the way forward because it is

widespread and easily accessible. We are taking a more measured stance, as the

digital divide remains significant in a France identified among the world's champions

of inequality by the OECD. For Les Jeunes IHEDN, the salvation lies above all in an

educational policy that diversifies training materials: the education system must be

reinvented by the National Education system in order to respond to all the

configurations and situations that students present. Above all, this means giving

teachers a voice not only through the physical, traditional classroom, but also

through different media to ensure that everyone has access to the means to educate

themselves, to limit dropping out of school, and finally to be able to react in all

situations - especially crisis situations.
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Enable continuous education by creating sustainable national channels dedicated to
education by age groups and levels on media such as television (national channels) or
radio (school programmes continuously retranscribed on the radio).

Proposal 1

Develop a digital platform to provide access to curricula and teaching materials to all
French people. This platform would have a dual function: to enable students to learn
at a distance, to enable parents to provide schooling at home if necessary, or to
organize local teaching. The French National Center for Distance Education (CNED)
platform, called "Ma classe à la maison", should therefore be developed and
generalized, even after the crisis.

Proposal 2

Be careful, these development paths should not replace the teacher and pedagogical

monitoring, which are the only guarantees of the progress and development of the

students.



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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Should digital education be a pedagogical modality like any other, to be included in the

students' learning path?

Digital education: what does our community think? 

Half (50%) of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN

believe that digital education should become a

pedagogical modality like any other.

(1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 40 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample : 48

Observations

Our community is divided on the issue of distance/digital learning. It seems preferable for a majority, but

our members have asked us about the safeguards to consider in order to maintain inclusion.

The main fear of those who oppose the generalization of this learning modality lies mainly in the fact that

not all students are equal in terms of equipment and access to distance learning tools (question of

Internet access, access to knowledge, educational environment not always favorable in the home, etc.), as

well as some students need non-virtual support in their development (disabled students for example).

50%50%

YES NO



Ambition #12
Education: Promote pedagogical innovation in teaching and 
teacher training 



Often, classroom instruction is challenged by students who, with a few Google

searches or after a YouTube party, challenge teachers and their teaching.

In this logic of diversification, it must be understood that current practices (of pupils,

their parents, but also of teachers) are evolving. Sources are increasingly digital, with

the pupil himself participating in research and the acquisition of knowledge, on new

learning media. The classroom is essential, but it is no longer enough. Also, in a logic

of adaptation, teaching must constantly innovate both in their content (more

responsive to news and information that is more voluminous, more diverse and

easier to access) and in their formats (taking into account new uses that are more

connected).

The training of teachers in the National Institutes of Professorship and Education

(INSPE) is mainly focused on the classroom and educational content. It is essential to

integrate into the core curriculum of future teachers, courses related to pedagogical

innovation, using different materials. Tomorrow's teachers must be able to teach in

all configurations, face-to-face or at a distance, through different channels, just as

students must be agile in the way they learn, in crisis or in times of "peace". This will

enable them to be prepared for potential future crises by adapting, but also to have

an education that evolves with the times.
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Ambition #12
Education: Promote pedagogical innovation in teaching and teacher 
training 
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Conduct continuous pedagogical innovation by regularly auditing and orienting
curricula and the teaching framework to diversify content, teaching materials and to
have an education system that is anchored in its time. This could concern the use of
digital tools, video or podcasting approaches, the integration of new learning
modalities, etc. What about gaming in the teaching of traditional subjects or E-
sports, for example, which have been revealed as formidable learning vectors for
several years because of the commitment they generate? There are many avenues
and the national education system must create the conditions to identify, share and
implement them.

Proposal 1

Integrate teaching with digital tools as students progress through the curriculum.
Indeed, since the provision of digital equipment is unequal within households, it is
the role of the school to enable students to know and use the digital tools they will
use in the future: computers, tablets, smartphones, etc.

Proposal 2

Reinvent teacher training in the INSPE by teaching them to teach and adapt their
pedagogy to different media (audio, video, paper and digital) while preparing them
for a pedagogical follow-up that must be agile and adaptable to different media.

Proposal 3



CREATE THE CONDITIONS FOR A LASTING 
REBOUND 

France #4



In its White Paper on Defense and National Security, the Ministry of the Armed Forces defines

resilience as "the willingness and ability of a country, society and governments to resist the

consequences of aggression or a major disaster, and then quickly restore their ability to function

normally, or at least in a socially acceptable manner. It concerns not only public authorities, but

also economic actors and civil society as a whole".

Let us use the health crisis of 2020, which has shaken our country and the entire planet. As the

etymology of the word "resilience" emphasizes, let us try to return to the initial state, while at the

same time learning from our mistakes to improve and rebound sustainably.

The economic crisis that will follow this health crisis must therefore push our society to reinvent

itself and innovate, by reviving French manufacturing and consumption. The committed French

youth, questioned during the drafting of our proposals, hopes that the ecological transition, health

security and the independence of our strategic resources will be considered as priority issues in

tomorrow's world.
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CREATE THE CONDITIONS FOR A LASTING 
REBOUND 

No one can go back, but everyone can go forward. And tomorrow, when the sun 
comes up, all I have to do is repeat myself: I'm going to look back on this day as if it 
were the first day of my life.

Paulo Coelho



Ambition #13
Create a French High Authority for Resilience 



The current economic model is based on an unstable balance between a risk-based

and an innovation-based approach. By basing itself only on known scenarios, risk

management cannot therefore anticipate unlikely or even improbable scenarios (so-

called "black swan" scenarios).

As such, not all risk management frameworks we are familiar with are able to fully

respond to the current crisis.

Therefore, Les Jeunes IHEDN wanted to imagine how the State and companies could

best anticipate crisis situations by calling for the creation of a High Authority for

Resilience.
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Ambition #13
Create a French High Authority for Resilience 
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Under Government leadership, it would be highly innovative to use the sectoral
expertise of each industry sector, bringing together public and private sectors in a
community, in order to make national resilience a common goal. The aim would
therefore be to promote patriotic cooperation that would allow the creation of a
French High Authority for Resilience. This new State institution would be in charge of
creating a common risk management framework that could then be applied in each
sector of activity.
This mechanism, combined with a binding legal and regulatory arsenal, would enable
all economic and social players without Business Continuity Plan (BCP) to be
protected and to know how to deal with unpredictable situations. The High Authority
would therefore have broader powers than those currently vested in the General
Secretariat for Defense and National Security (SGDSN).

Proposal 1

Concretely, to increase the effectiveness of this approach, it would be necessary at
first to identify and list precisely the needs of strategic sectors; to create indicators
for monitoring the availability of essential goods and services (raw materials, finished
products, equipment, etc.); to carry out a procurement and sourcing plan; and finally
to quantify and purchase preliminary stocks allowing for the instant implementation
of emergency measures.

Proposal 2

In addition, it is imperative to promote, within the National Council of Industry and in
the various Branch Strategic Committees (“Comités Stratégiques de Filières”), the
creation of a pole in charge of systemic risks and economic intelligence, which would
determine the strengths and dependencies of each segment of the of the French
industry.

Proposal 3
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In order to go further, a "dictionary of specifications" should be deployed within the
regional directorates of enterprises, competition, consumption, labor and
employment (DIRECCTE) or prefectures, indicating the elements and technical
specifications necessary for the manufacture and resilient industrialization of simple
strategic products. This would enable existing industrial chains to be rapidly
converted into large-scale production capacity in the event of a crisis. S
ome recent innovations, such as three-dimensional (3D) printing, have, for example,
enabled individuals and small enterprises to industrialize, on a local scale, the
production of health protection devices (masks, visors, etc.).
Thus, following the example of the French Association for Standardization (AFNOR),
which has published standards for the manufacture of masks for the general public,
enabling everyone to become involved in protecting the nation, it might be
interesting to include 3D printing plans in this "dictionary of specifications".

Proposal 4



Ambition #14
Create a Recovery Commission for France 



Analysts are predicting a major economic crisis in the wake of the health crisis. More

than a crisis, France will undoubtedly have to face an economic war that will be even

fiercer than usual.

Many French companies in economic difficulty will undoubtedly receive investment

proposals, or even takeovers, from foreign countries, especially those that would

have managed to emerge from the health crisis more quickly. Thus, the State, which

has already set up specialized services for economic counter-interference, will have

to pay the utmost attention to companies, whatever their size, which are considered

strategic for the nation's sovereignty, in order to strengthen this mechanism.
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Ambition #14
Create a Recovery Commission for France 
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It would be interesting to consider the creation of a Commissariat for Economic and
Industrial Recovery, which, attached to the Ministry of Economy and Finance, would
be in charge of re-industrialization and relocation of certain strategic activities on the
national territory. It will therefore have to adopt a doctrine and a strategy for
economic recovery, which can only be achieved by promoting and supporting the
national industry, thus making alliances with other States marginal.

Proposal 1

This Commission for Economic and Industrial Recovery, by cooperating with the
industrial sector branches, could also set up communication campaigns to influence
young people to promote careers in industry. To do this, it could be interesting to
create an equivalent to the event “La Fabrique Défense”, organized at the beginning
of 2020 by the Ministry of the Armed Forces. In addition, an increase in company
visits, organized by middle and high schools, could help to promote the French
industry among young people.

Proposal 2



Ambition #15
Encourage relocation, innovation, research and development in 
the health industry 



For economical reasons, since the beginning of the 1990s, French and European

pharmaceutical companies have withdrawn from the production of active

ingredients and medicines that are essential in the event of an epidemic, but with

low added value; this led to their production being relocated mainly to China and

India.

The French National Agency for the Safety of Medicines (ANSM) and the European

Medicines Agency (EMA) estimate that nearly 80% of the world's production of

active ingredients has been relocated to China, and 60% of the world's production of

vaccines has been relocated to India.

This necessarily leads to the French State's dependency on other countries in terms

of health and may in fact lead to stock shortages (reagents, medicines, tests,

vaccines, etc.) that are harmful to health.
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Ambition #15
Encourage relocation, innovation, research and development in the health 
industry 
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The state must encourage the relocation of the production of strategic raw
materials, active substances and health products to France.

Proposal 1

On the other hand, it could stimulate the development of innovative technologies,
such as antibodies for diagnosis and treatment, and large-scale production capacity
for rapid deployment in the event of a large-scale crisis.

Proposal 2

In order to reduce the innovator's financial risk, the State could undertake to order
these strategic products as a priority for French players (SMEs and large groups).

Proposal 3



FOR DIGITAL PUBLIC POLICIES 

France #5



In France, “the birthplace of human rights”, containment has forcefully highlighted social

inequalities in terms of access to digital technology. Several basic services are essential to the

inclusion of every citizen in an increasingly connected world, and to the protection of their personal

data. A digital public service could ensure equality, security and trust for all.

Young people ask only one question to our Rule of law: are we ready to contradict Balzac?
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FOR DIGITAL PUBLIC POLICIES 

Equality may be a right, but no human power can convert it 
into reality.

Honoré de Balzac



Ambition #16
Make digital security as a fundamental right and public service 



What is known as the "digital revolution" has led to the establishment of new

fundamental rights set up as safeguards against new technologies and the Internet,

the majority of which were enshrined in the Declaration of Fundamental Digital

Rights proposed by Hervé Morin in 2009 and formalized by a set of regulations

introduced in recent years to regulate the digital environment (protection of

personal data, secrecy of digital exchanges, etc.).

What if we broaden the debate and this question of law ? What if we included

access to digital technology as a fundamental social right, on par with the right to

employment and free public education?

According to Les Jeunes IHEDN, digital security must be understood in its global

sense, i.e.: easy access to digital culture, the ability to understand the technologies

that are essential in our daily lives to bridge the digital divide, free access to basic

tools to ensure digital protection for all, empowerment and massive investment by

the State to ensure this digital security.
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Ambition #16
Make digital security as a fundamental right and public service 
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Consider setting up, free of charge, public and secure digital training and services
that would offer basic tools such as e-mail, a video conferencing tool, a Virtual
Private Network (VPN) solution and a password manager. In this sense, relying on
and promoting free open source software bearing the "Digital Inclusive" label
launched by the Secretary of State for the Digital Agenda could be a way forward.

Proposal 1

Digital security must become a sovereign prerogative on an equal footing with the
physical security of citizens. A voluntarist public policy must be adopted in favor of
allocating substantial budgets for the cyber protection of companies,
administrations, particularly hospitals, etc., and for the protection of the Internet.

Proposal 2

In order to offer a secure and sovereign digital security service, we need to optimize
the ecosystem of players who can develop and offer tools of this type both in France
and in Europe.

Proposal 3



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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Should access to secure and free digital services (messaging, video tool, password

manager...) become a public service?

Digital : what does our community think? 

62% of Les Jeunes IHEDN community is in favor of

Digital becoming a true public service (1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 39 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

Faced with the digital divide, an unequal digital culture and the vulnerability of citizens exposed to attacks,

the manipulation of social networks or the dissemination of false information, it seems essential for young

people that the State addresses the digital issue and delivers dedicated public services.

62%

38%

YES NON



Ambition #17
Distance working management systems pushed by local 
authorities and businesses 



Telework has become a necessity with this crisis and has led some companies to lift

their reluctance to telework and adopt it as an interim standard in order to continue

their activities. The health crisis will certainly lead executives and managers to take a

different look at this way of working and we believe that its acceptance will become

widespread, due to a growing trend towards professional nomadism.

Teleworking has many benefits. First of all, we have seen that it has health benefits,

by allowing employees to avoid being in public places, particularly in the context of a

pandemic, and personal benefits by offering them flexibility. Secondly, in terms of

logistics, it enables companies to reduce their overheads.

However, the optimal framework is not yet in place to allow employees to regularly

opt for this way of working. In terms of equipment (quiet and isolated working

environment, Internet network coverage, workstation ergonomics), not all

employees face the same conditions. In terms of management, managing teams

remotely represents a real challenge and can generate psychosocial risks (isolation

of the employee, right to disconnection not respected, difficult remote

management, etc.) in companies that are not familiar with this mode of work or

whose supervisors are not trained to manage employees working remotely.

Ministerial and local authorities, as well as companies, can take up the subject.
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Ambition #17
Distance working management systems pushed by local authorities and 
businesses 
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Local authorities should increase the number of third places of work to enable
employees to work close to their homes, with financing that would be made possible
by local taxes in particular. In the context of a health crisis, this will make it possible
to limit long-distance travel or the use of public transport. More generally, as the
trend is towards a reduction in working space within companies and professional
nomadism, the setting up of third places will be welcome.
However, it is important to note that the question of the security of these places will
have to be reconfigured: do we consider them as workplaces, public spaces, private
spaces? The debate is open, but the idea deserves to be explored.

Proposal 1

At the level of telecommunications operators and municipalities, in line with Smart
Cities, it would be relevant to organize the collection of Internet usage data and to
analyze them in order to increase or reduce network capacity by areas of need. For
example, in the context of the lockdown, business districts are deserted and the
majority of employees, especially managers, now work more at home. Thus, it would
be useful to optimize access to the network in high-density areas where workers and
consumers need it most.

Proposal 2

Companies must encourage the training of their executives and managers in
telework in order to raise awareness of the psycho-social risks and to prepare
employees as well as possible for work in all conditions. A charter of good practices
in telework could also be set up at the level of business groups or promoted by the
Ministry of Labor by reinforcing the existing legal arsenal around work via digital
tools (right to disconnection, etc.).

Proposal 3



Ambition #18
Put innovation and digital technology to the service of healthcare 



The Covid-19 health crisis has accelerated the spread of telemedicine. Advised by

the state and financed by the Healthcare system, this innovative practice is also

acclaimed by doctors and the French people.
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Ambition #18
Put innovation and digital technology to the service of healthcare 
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Telemedicine could therefore be made sustainable in the fight against medical
deserts. In order to go further, communes that do not have general practitioners or
specialists could set up dedicated places equipped for teleconsultation and
telemonitoring.

Proposal 1



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?

Observations

The majority of our community is against a tracking solution such as the one proposed via StopCovid. The

arguments put forward relate to the sharing of personal data and their exploitation by the State and by potential

private organizations. Respondent members also pointed out the limited efficiency of the implementation of a

tracing application, its installation and activation being based on voluntary work.

Paradoxically, the responses from this survey are in contrast to the workshops we facilitated, where members

were rather in favor of such an application and questioned a lack of information and knowledge of the

technology used to understand and explain the rejection of public opinion.
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Faced with an exceptional health crisis, would you be prepared to accept the tracing of

your personal data in the name of health ?

Data tracing : what does our community think? 

65% of members of Les Jeunes IHEDN do not want

their personal data to be tracked in order to respond

to a health crisis. (1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 79 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

35%

65%

YES NO



Ambition #19
Accelerate digital transformation to improve public hospitals
performance 



Governments put digital transformation at the heart of their health strategies

(Shared Medical Record, Ameli account, dematerialization, etc.) but, in hospitals, this

transformation is going at a slow pace.

Moreover, cyberattacks aiming at hospitals are increasing and pose a serious threat

to these operators of vital importance, which can quickly be paralyzed.
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Ambition #19
Accelerate digital transformation to improve public hospitals performance 
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The Inter-ministerial Directorate for Digital Information (DINUM), in cooperation
with the French National Agency for the Security of Information Systems (ANSSI),
could launch a joint program to secure the information systems of strategic health
operators, as well as to ensure their resilience in times of crisis.

Proposal



SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AS A 
PRIORITY ISSUE 

France #6



We believe that sustainable development must be mainly approached at the European level with

the support of the States. Nevertheless, at our national level, two ambitions must be considered.

France has presented its roadmap for the implementation of the 17 Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) for 2030 adopted by the UN in September 2015. We propose to involve the general

public in the accomplishment of this "Agenda 2030".

Moreover, a national reflection is crucial to rethink our model of intensive agriculture and our

consumption regarding the future of eating.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AS A PRIORITY 
ISSUE 

Nature offers both what nourishes the body and heals 
it, marvels the soul, the heart and the mind.

Pierre Rabhi



Ambition #20
Involve the general public in the implementation of the objectives 
of the 2030 agenda 



The 2030 agenda represents an opportunity for France to demonstrate its

commitment to ecological transition and to underline that every actor of the society

as a role to play in meeting this challenge.

We have taken good note of the objectives to invest French youth in the

achievement of these objectives "Develop the SDSN10 Youth network in France" and

"Support the integration of SDOs in the programs (example: Erasmus +)". These two

proposals are in line with our Ambitions.
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Ambition #20
Embarquer le grand public pour la mise en oeuvre des objectifs de l’agenda 
2030
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We propose to make a mass communication, which could include influential
personalities committed to fight against global warming, such as those participating
in the Academy of the World afterwards (“Académie du Monde d’après”).

Proposal 1

Organizing a call for ideas to brainstorm on the concrete applications of certain
objectives seems relevant to us. This call could be open to high schools or
universities. Thus, we think that local authorities could reappropriate certain
proposals to implement them at their own level, with objectives that citizens would
be able to achieve in the shorter term (e.g. 2025).

Proposal 2



Ambition #21
Rethink the intensive agricultural model and our consumption 



There are many examples of epizootics transmitted to humans and we are currently

experiencing one with Covid-19.

A solution to reduce the risk of disease outbreaks and to slow down their

transmission could be the imposition of new, stricter standards on animal farming

conditions. A jumble of measures that might be applied: the minimum surface area

per farmed animal, the guarantee of free-range animal farming, labelling, regular

veterinary monitoring, but also a ban on the consumption of species at risk. In our

opinion, theses measures could be easily applicable. In the longer term, the

promotion of less meaty and more responsible food - following the example of the

post-war public promotion of dairy farming - would contribute to speed up the

protection and the reduction of areas dedicated to agriculture and livestock farming

in favor of wild animal habitats, forests and, natural ecosystems in general.

Furthermore, working towards an ecological revolution without considering

addressing the global challenge of the ever-increasing demand for food would be

irresponsible.

Freeing up available agricultural space by reducing our meat diet, and thus reducing

the proportion of agricultural land used to feed farm animals in favor of direct

feeding of humans, is a first step. The second is to encourage a return to much

smaller and more soil-friendly farms. Permaculture, for example, allows yields, for

the same surface area, ten times higher than intensive mechanized agriculture. Far

from being a return to the past, it is a leap towards the future that France and

Europe must accompany and accelerate. That way, food issues could be resolved

while freeing up colonized areas for the benefit of forests and natural ecosystems.
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Ambition #21
Rethink the intensive agricultural model and our consumption 
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We believe that a substantial premium should be put in place for farmers who
choose to switch to permaculture. This bonus would take into account the loss of
revenue due to the change of farming model.

Proposal 1

We support a change in the conditions of intensive animal farming by reducing the
use of antibiotics and imposing standards to prevent the spread of disease by
preserving the environment and biodiversity.

Proposal 2

We must find ways to encourage farmers to avoid pesticides, to use soil-friendly
alternatives. In the same vein, we believe that we must offer farmers solutions to
reduce water consumption in agriculture.

Proposal 3

Less meaty, more responsible and more seasonal food should be promoted in
schools and also reflected in public policies.

Proposal 4

We also support the introduction of "Made in France" type labels displayed in
supermarket shelves in large department stores.

Proposal 5



EUROPE



ACTING AS A UNIT 

Europe #1



Unity in adversity is not just an expression: it must be embodied through concrete actions, as

Robert Schuman pointed out. With the Covid-19 crisis, we have failed to mark this European unity:

coordination has been difficult, autonomous and disconnected decisions, national plans for

containment and deconfinement did not converge... Member states are so close but yet so far

apart in the way this crisis has been managed.

If the European construction has been formalized and embodied by political, administrative and

financial institutions, during this crisis we did not sufficiently think of Europe as a single, connected

territory. We have not been able to respond quickly to a common problem with common answers.

This reveals the fragility of the European Union (EU) and its capacity to act in times of crisis.

We therefore encourage the coordinated mobilization of EU countries by deploying common crisis

management models. We also propose to strengthen the spirit of union through the establishment

of a solid communication strategy.
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ACTING AS A UNIT 

Europe will not be made all at once, or according to a single plan. It will be built 
through concrete achievements which first create a de facto solidarity.

Robert Schuman



Ambition #22
Build a European model of crisis management and coordinated 
mobilization 



Considering the Schengen area and in particular the number of frontier workers, it is

necessary to link the measures taken at national level so that a country that has

been released from a case is not contaminated again by a neighboring country.

During this crisis, we note how singular the reactions have been, revealing

differences in the strategy to combat Covid-19 and a disparity of resources between

neighboring states (whether in terms of the healthcare, industrial or economic

system).

We advocate convergent crisis management models and joint mobilization. The

European Union must gradually assert itself as an actor in the protection of

European citizens: even if its capacity to intervene rapidly and on a local perimeter is

limited, it must be able to ensure a coordinated response from its Member States.
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Ambition #22
Build a European model of crisis management and coordinated mobilization 
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The establishment of a common health emergency model.

Proposal 1

Strengthen the staff and expand the tasks of the European Health Security
Committee (HSC), the expert group responsible for coordinating preparedness
activities, response and international cooperation.

Proposal 2

Use the feedback from the Early Warning and Response System (EWRS) to anticipate
outbreaks.

Proposal 3

Make it possible on a permanent basis to exchange resources on a larger scale by
pooling logistical resources (medical trains, etc.) and transporting patients, on a
European scale, in countries where hospital systems are less saturated. The
exchange of medical staff could also be envisaged.

Proposal 4
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Promote and strengthen the deployment of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism
(open to EEA and European countries), which started to be deployed in the context
of the crisis on 28 January 2020. So far, it has made it possible to repatriate many EU
citizens, to coordinate the deployment of medical teams to the most contaminated
areas, to create a new European reserve of emergency medical equipment and to
activate the Emergency Response Coordination Centre (ERCC).

Proposal 5

Foster and strengthen the European Medical Corps (EMC, created in response to the
Ebola health crisis), which is part of the European Union Civil Protection Mechanism
(EUCPM) and mainly provides emergency medical teams and the setting up of
common laboratories. However, only 11 states - including France - participate in the
mechanism: the support of the European community must therefore be reinforced,
and France could spearhead this support to the CME. The CME could also benefit
from the help of non-governmental organizations such as the Red Cross.

Proposal 6



Ambition #23
Bring European aid to countries in difficulty 



It could be the EU's role to help more vulnerable countries outside Europe, following

China's example. Relations that have been established for decades with partner

countries should not be jeopardized.
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Ambition #23
Bring European aid to countries in difficulty 
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We propose broadening the scope of the European Intervention Initiative, EII, for
exceptional intervention or creating a similar mechanism that can be activated in the
event of a crisis. This can be seen as an humanitarian response but also as a
protection tool in the future. The possible action of the IEI or a similar civil-military
mechanism could be supported by the Eurocorps (European Rapid Reaction Corps)
which intervenes mainly in CSDP and NATO operations.

Proposal



Ambition #24
Counter misinformation and populist messages by developing a 
European communication strategy 



Europe is far from weak in the face of the crisis, but is weakened by the attacks of its

opponents, who do not hesitate to use all the channels of communication at their

disposal for this purpose. The Covid-19 crisis highlights the difficulties Europe is

facing.

More than ever, we need to communicate Europe's successes to the public at large-

scale in these times of crisis and post-crisis. Populists will be the first beneficiaries of

this crisis - this is already the case in Italy - and will use it to call for a return to anti-

European nationalist and protectionist policies.

As Noel Curran, General Director of the European Broadcasting Union, pointed out,

disinformation is not a new phenomenon. What is remarkable today is the gross

mass of misinformation in rapid circulation, and its increased reception by a confined

population for whom screens and social networks are the only windows to the rest

of the world. All this provides an ideal gateway for spreading false information.
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Counter misinformation and populist messages by developing a European 
communication strategy 
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We would find it interesting to strengthen communication actions to show the
benefits of European cooperation. To this end, the creation of a European fund by
the European Commission for the financing of a European and public information
media, broadcast free of charge within the EU countries could be envisaged (a
television channel and digitized written press). Governance could be shared
between public service media in all European countries.
Euronews had this role as a transnational media promoting Europe, but since the
majority of its shareholding has passed into private hands, we doubt that the channel
can be democratized in Europe. Following the example of national titles such as Le
Monde, this media could exploit social networks and create a WhatsApp information
loop to keep Europeans informed while adapting to their uses and remaining free.

Proposal 1

In order to avoid that some ill-intentioned actors take advantage of the situation to
spread fake news, it is necessary to focus on transparency of information. We
propose to strengthen our efforts and use pedagogy to avoid leaving a vacuum, filled
by unfounded speculation. In this challenge, which is not just for the coming weeks,
but for the decades to come, the role of the public media and a few private actors
will be decisive. The exchange of data will be crucial on a European scale and must
involve collaboration between the public and private sectors.

Proposal 2



WINNING THE ECONOMIC WAR TOGETHER 

Europe #2



The pandemic has undermined the founding principle of free movement, so dear to the European

Union and to young people: the borders that had disappeared have now been re-established. Faced

with this survival reflex to protect their national territory, the Member States nevertheless manage

to cooperate to find common solutions.

Promoting European preference in the consumption of goods and services produced in Europe;

relocating certain critical industrial capacities in Europe in order to regain regional sovereignty; and

adapting public procurement law in order to make the most of European know-how, is key to

create a united front able to end the crisis: working together is a guarantee of success.
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WINNING THE ECONOMIC WAR TOGETHER 

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working 
together is success.

Henry Ford



Ambition #25
Promote European economic patriotism



In a global and globalized economic context, many sectors of activity have relocated

their production capacities outside the European Union. In times of crisis, borders

can be closed and international trade can be severely slowed down, thus having a

lasting impact on the economy, particularly on strategic sectors, vital operators and

essential service operators (ESOs).
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Promote European economic patriotism
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Thus, it would be ambitious but necessary to relocate certain critical industrial
capacities in Europe to strengthen the resilience of vital operators. This European
economic patriotism could be an astounding lever to strengthen the sometimes
tense relations between members of the European Economic Area.

Proposal 1

The list of strategic industries, sectors and companies in Europe should be reviewed
and updated through a mapping exercise to improve crisis management and
continuity of economic life. It would then be interesting to prioritize strategic sectors
such as research, healthcare, environment and the supply of raw materials.

Proposal 2

With regard to economic security and cooperation, it would be interesting to create
a Strategic Information and Economic Security Service (SISSE) at the European level,
as recommended by the Innovation and Production in Europe Mission of the Ministry
of Economy and Finance in the report "The New Industrial Imperative" (G. Klossa, S.
Guillon, May 2012). This body, dedicated to European economic intelligence, would
enable a paradigm shift, with increased surveillance of strategic industries and
sectors.

Proposal 3

Finally, we need to revise public procurement law in order to systematically promote
European know-how, especially on activities of vital interest.

Proposal 4



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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The current crisis reveals a need for economic patriotism, especially for activities of vital

importance. If there is a return to economic patriotism, should it be national or European?

Economic patriotism: what does our community think? 

56% of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN think that if

the post-Covid-19 period is characterized by

economic protectionism, this should be done within a

European framework. (1).

(1) Result obtained on a basis of 72 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

It appears that our development can no longer be envisaged without Europe in the 21st century.

Nevertheless, this question has divided our community: almost half of the respondents to our surveys

believe that if there is a return to economic patriotism, it must be French. The arguments put forward

take into account the reaction of European countries during the health crisis which, in the eyes of public

opinion, was not embodied by solidarity.

44%

56%

National European



MAKE A COMMITMENT TO THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

Europe #3



Following the solicitation of our community in April on our social networks, we notice that 85% of

Les Jeunes IHEDN believe in a future at the European level based on an environmentally compatible

economy.

The ecological transition is the major challenge of our society - and of our generation - and must be

tackled at European level. On the one hand, thanks to local and national initiatives that are

enhanced and multiplied, and on the other hand, with a so-called "offensive" European policy on

environmental protection, we believe that we can make a difference and protect the planet.

This conviction is materialized by several ambitions that we have. We support the European Green

Deal, which we believe is the only way for member states to act collectively and effectively for the

environment. We attach great importance to European energy autonomy, which is accentuated in

the context of the sanitary crisis. We are also advocating the decarbonization of our economy and

the reduction of our dependence on oil.

Finally, we believe we need to raise the awareness of Europeans to a much greater extent and to

use educational methods to make citizens fully aware of the importance of environmental

protection for future generations.
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MAKE A COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

We do not inherit the earth from our parents, we borrow 
it from our children.

Antoine de Saint Exupéry



Ambition #26
Make the European Green Deal a reality 



The voluntary halt in our economy will necessarily be followed by a "recovery plan"

on a national as well as a global scale. States should therefore take advantage of this

crisis to curb global warming. This crisis gives the world's population a glimpse of

what could happen without a robust environmental preservation policy. The Jeunes

IHEDN supports the European Green Deal, which represents a long-term vision of

Europe in line with the ambitions of youth.

We believe it is essential to act at European level to envisage such a voluntary

economic transformation. Setting the European Union the objective, enshrined in

law, of becoming "climate neutral" by 2050 seems ambitious but necessary to us.

Reducing our dependency on imports of basic necessities, relocating our food

production and favouring short distribution channels seem to us to be the

prerequisites for any ambitious policy in this area. This is one of the points on which

the EU can make its voice heard loud and clear while pooling the means to take on

this transition. It is at this price that it will be able to win back the hearts of its

inhabitants - let us not forget that it was created to "protect" the European

population and to shine on an international scale.
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Strongly support the European Green Deal by proposing an economic recovery plan
that respects the environment and people.

Proposal



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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Should Europe's influence and economic recovery be based first and foremost on energy,

agricultural and industrial autonomy that respects the environment?

European Recovery and the Environment: what does our community think? 

85% of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN believe that

European economic recovery must be oriented

towards respect for the environment. (1).

(1) Result obtained on a base of 15 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

This issue did not elicit the greatest commitment from our community (15 respondents). On the other

hand, it did mark a fairly clear trend towards a responsible and environmentally friendly economy.

The issue of the environment came up throughout our workshops, whether in the areas of innovation,

health and medical equipment, or in the commitments made by States and implemented at the

international level. It is unavoidable and there are high expectations from the youth on this subject.

85%

15%

YES NON



Ambition #27
Towards European energy autonomy and a reduction in our 
consumption 



The current health crisis clearly shows the dangers of excessive interdependence,

particularly in certain vital sectors, between States, models and interests that are

sometimes antagonistic. Europe and France must continue their efforts to maintain

energy autonomy.

The development of nuclear energy and renewable energies must be pursued to

replace fossil fuels. This implies a massive electrification of many sectors. We suggest

encouraging investment in these energy sources. At the same time, it is essential to

pursue efforts in energy "efficiency" and "sobriety" by supporting industries and

service companies. Finally, the policy of renovating Europe's building stock to make

it energy efficient must be accelerated. All of this must be fueled by a major

reflection on our lifestyles in order to make them compatible with the long-term

challenges. These proposals can create jobs on a relatively short timescale.
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We advocate massive investments for industries developing low-carbon energy
sources or energy carriers: renewable (hydropower, offshore and onshore wind,
thermal and photovoltaic solar, biomass, geothermal, etc.), new-generation nuclear
(4th, SMR), electricity storage, hydrogen, etc., and the acceleration of energy
renovation policies for European building stock.
By promoting the development of energy efficiency solutions, we believe that we
must at the same time rethink our lifestyles more soberly to reduce our primary and
final energy consumption.

Proposal 1

We propose to develop electrical interconnections between European countries and
solutions to facilitate the integration of renewable energies into the grid.

Proposal 2



Ambition #28
Reduce our dependence on oil 



The Covid-19 pandemic, leading to widespread containment and a dramatic

slowdown in the world economy, has two perverse effects on the energy sector.

Firstly, the temptation for States to use, in the short term, low-cost oil (but also

other fossil fuels) to revive their economies, thereby calling into question the Paris

Agreements.

In the medium term, the upstream oil sector will be undermined for lack of

investment. Secondly, the fall in demand for electricity, leading to low prices,

weakens operators and may lead to the disappearance of the most vulnerable

suppliers. Global oil extraction started to decline at the end of 2018. The health

crisis has exacerbated this trend with the collapse of the price per barrel due to

supply and demand crises.

In order to anticipate and avoid the volatility of the oil sector, we therefore believe it

is essential to consciously reduce our dependence on oil on a European scale.

Indeed, the EU's top two suppliers are Russia and Norway (which passed its

extraction peak in the 2000s). Supply-side constraints on oil supply can be expected

in the years following the Covid-19 crisis in a context of global demand that will

continue to grow. The risk is that any post-crisis support for oil-dependent

industries will be nonrefundable in the long term. That is to say, the massive

financial aid employed will not help these companies and therefore jobs in the long

term. This is the case, for example, for air, land and sea transport. This sector should

rethink its energy strategy and provide environmental compensation. On the other

hand, we need to increase the weight of our carbon-free electricity grid while

making it more resilient and able to cope with the growing tensions of the global

energy market.
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Reduce our dependence on oil 
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We propose to adopt a strategy of oil sobriety in all oil-dependent sectors.

Proposal 1

Decarbonizing the transport sector is a priority: abolition of internal national airlines,
development and improvement of railway lines, support for carpooling, public
transport and cycling, development of fuel-efficient electric cars, rules to make the
maritime sector less polluting.

Proposal 2

We propose to preserve a decarbonized and resilient European electricity grid with
alternatives to fossil fuels.

Proposal 3



Ambition #29
Improve environmental awareness and education



Public authorities, whether national or European, can do nothing without the

consent of their population of the challenges of the future. It therefore seems to us

fundamental to put in place an effective and wide-ranging plan to raise awareness of

environmental issues and sustainable development. In the same spirit, we believe

that citizens must be able to learn more about the seasonality of food, fair trade, the

importance of “Made in France" (for the French) and good ecological practices.

These massive actions of communication and pedagogy must be aimed at pupils

from a very young age, but also at adults, through campaigns on social networks for

example. These concerns must be central to the lives of all citizens.

We also believe it is important to increase research funding for environmental issues

that can contribute to the ecological transition. It is therefore to a strengthening of

careers and an inflection of old ideologies in the service of the future that we call.

By federating around the ecological transition project, the population will act as an

accelerator of public policies on environmental and food issues.
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Improve environmental awareness and education
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To meet this ambition, a broad awareness campaign to disseminate good practices
and explain the climate emergency would be crucial in our view.

Proposal 1

We suggest improving the supply of training in the fields of responsible agriculture
and sustainable development. For example, we could set up free permaculture
training, vocational retraining courses accessible at low cost.

Proposal 2

In the same spirit, we propose to foster entrepreneurship by offering grants to young
entrepreneurs in this sector.

Proposal 3

After various exchanges between members, we suggest to think about actions to
improve the communication of ADEME and its European counterparts, and thus
make it known to the general public.

Proposal 4
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Publicize the European Research and Innovation Fund, which finances projects
around the Green Deal and sustainable development through communication
campaigns - particularly among young people - and large calls for projects in
European universities.

Proposal 5

To create a sectoral Erasmus program Green Path or Oecologia, dedicated to
students whose field of study turns towards specialties related to sustainable
development, with a specific budget. The aim is to prepare and strengthen a pool of
European expertise in this field.

Proposal 6



WORLD



STICK TOGETHER 

World #1



Sanctioning countries that have made mistakes in managing the crisis? Maintain heavy sanctions

that undermine human security?

Embargoes and sanctions are effective tools of economic warfare to bring states that do not align

with the international order or that endanger it to bend. During this health crisis, many have called

for international sanctions against China, accused of being the source of the virus and of having

masked the seriousness of the cases and their initial number. This crisis, however, leads us to

question the interest of such sanctions for global security, or the targeting of sanctions and their

dosage, with the case of Iran, which is among the countries most affected by the epidemic.

According to Les Jeunes IHEDN, international solidarity and the guarantee of global human security

are paramount, and any sanction or embargo mechanism must ensure that they are not

undermined.
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STICK TOGETHER 

It is about basing world peace on a legal order, making this international solidarity a 
reality in law that appears as a physical reality.

Aristide Briand



Ambition #30
Rethink the international sanctions system by protecting critical 
sectors such as health 



Sanctions do not prevent humanitarian or medical aid (Iran, Korea) but the countries

subject to them are not necessarily prepared to manage the crisis. Indeed, countries

such as Iran, for example, have had difficulty in managing the health crisis,

particularly at its inception.

This is mainly due to years of heavy sanctions, reactivated by the United States in the

case of Iran when it withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPA).

We do not believe that sanctions should be abolished, but they should be rethought

in a sectoral manner in order to guarantee human security and basic goods and

services. The European INSTEX (Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges)

mechanism, activated for the first time during this crisis in the case of Iran, is a first

step. If a country cannot equip itself with sufficient medical equipment to ensure

public health and anticipate health crises, it will not be able to react - and rapidly

contain an epidemic - which could consequently lead to regional or even global

contamination. In the long term, how could we normalize relations with a country

where any development paths on basic activities (health and food, for example) are

blocked?
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We propose to rethink the model of international sanctions and, consequently
exclude any sanctions that could lead to the undermining of people's human
security. The Sanctions Committee of the United Nations (UN) Security Council
should ensure that the proper functioning of health systems is guaranteed in all
countries.

Proposal



W H A T  D O E S  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  T H I N K ?
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International sanctions prior to the crisis led some countries to be unable to have sufficient

medical equipment and supplies to deal with the health crisis (e.g. Iran). Should the system of

international sanctions be rethought on a sectoral basis in order to guarantee human security

and prevent future health crises?

Sanctions: what does our community think? 

81% of the members of Les Jeunes IHEDN think that

the system of international sanctions should be

reviewed, as it should not contravene human

security. (1).

(1) Result obtained on the basis of 48 respondents after survey on our social networks - Average sample: 48

Observations

The Iranian example, one of the Top 3 countries most affected by the pandemic, has profoundly marked this crisis,

as the country has become one of the global epicenters of the health crisis. The lack of sanitary and medical

facilities accumulated over several years and the difficulty to easily reach a country with more than 80 million

inhabitants with sufficient medical aid, lead Les Jeunes IHEDN to question the viability of certain sanctions,

whether exclusively American or international.

Rethinking them in a sectoral manner and protecting the vital areas of the sanctioned countries (which cannot be

based solely on humanitarian aid) such as health or education, are elements that led us to the debate.

81%

19%

YES NO



DEFENDING MULTILATERALISM 

World #2



This crisis is a tragic reminder that we live in a world that has never been more interconnected. A

sneeze in China has caused the confinement of almost half of the world's population. In this

context, the only possible responses are global in nature. Tatiana Valoyava, Director general of the

United Nations Office at Geneva, is clear: we are at a turning point, the beginning of a new era, that

of digitalization, and Covid19 has only improved this situation. Digitalization, in these times of

crisis, has its advantages: it brings us closer to our isolated elders, allows solidarity initiatives to

support health care personnel, preserves access to education... but is proving to be a vector serving

the interests of powers wishing to weaken European and international unity through

disinformation and computer attacks.

In this context, we support the strengthening of the World Health Organization (WHO), with the

establishment of a monitoring structure and an anticipation unit.
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DEFENDING MULTILATERALISM 

History doesn't repeat itself but it often rhymes.

Mark Twain



Ambition #31
Strengthen international cooperation on health issues 



China has repeatedly succeeded in paralyzing WHO decisions, including the

declaration of an international health emergency, the refusal of observers or the

establishment of conditions for the study of the virus in China.

The resilience of multilateralism has been severely tested by this and subsequent

episodes involving several countries. However, we believe it is crucial to avoid at all

costs its weakening, the decline in cooperation and nationalist withdrawal.

Our ambition is to push nations to be transparent about outbreaks of epidemics, and

to enable the WHO to take faster decisions with the sole motivation of the health of

populations, without taking into account the political stakes.

Caution: we believe that the creation of a new structure to replace the WHO should

be avoided, as this would risk erasing the history and benefits gained.

It also seems inconceivable to us to leave the WHO. It would be signing the end of

multilateralism and creating a vacuum that would benefit powers that do not

encourage international cooperation. Generally speaking, we must avoid a

fragmentation of international organizations and a regionalization of the world with

different standards.
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We believe that the power of the WHO should be strengthened so that international
expert groups can travel to the site of outbreaks to effectively anticipate the course
of the contagion and take timely actions.. We therefore strongly support Jean-Yves
Le Drian's proposal to set up a group of international experts "like the IPCC on
climate to support the WHO" and the creation of a global "High Council on Human
and Animal Health".

We also suggest that non-national WHO representatives be included in these expert
groups to ensure transparency in audits and investigations.

Proposal 1

We propose the creation of an anticipation unit at WHO. This unit would then
strengthen the WHO's system for coordinating and supervising health crises. At the
European level, this mechanism could also be implemented within the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), which would work in close
collaboration with the WHO unit. The ECDC could set up a database of specialist
teams from different European countries, in different health fields (doctors,
pharmacists, biologists, nurses, etc.), with language skills enabling them to cooperate
effectively.

Proposal 2

We support the use of artificial intelligence to improve the ability to detect weak
signals that are precursors to health crises. Machine Learning algorithms would then
allow rapid and reliable correlation of indicators of health compromise in certain
countries. But this idea is based on ongoing collaborations and trust in the
management of the data collected.

Proposal 3



MAKE A COLLECTIVE COMMITMENT TO 
SAVE THE PLANET 

World #3



Today, our knowledge of the urgency of global warming is increasing exponentially and yet, despite

all these warnings and the visible consequences on our lifestyles, states are failing to reduce the

carbon footprint significantly in order to have any hope of saving the planet.

We call on international political actors to take significant action for our future and that of the next

generations, starting with efforts at European level to drive these changes and to make our voice

heard at international level.
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MAKE A COLLECTIVE COMMITMENT TO SAVE 
THE PLANET 

Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting 
different results.

Albert Einstein



Ambition #32
Combat deforestation and the destruction of wildlife habitats 



According to the WHO, 60% of human infectious diseases are "zoonotic" - i.e.

resulting from direct or indirect animal-human transmission. They thus endanger the

health of infected people and threaten their livelihoods. The main causes of this

permeability have been identified in massive deforestation for agriculture, habitat

destruction and poaching of wild animals. These factors lead to increasingly frequent

contact between wildlife, farmed animals and humans. It should be added that the

destruction of biodiversity irreversibly reduces genetic richness, which is known to

be an essential factor in the fight against diseases. Finally, combating deforestation

is a contribution to the fight against global warming. There are several examples of

the health consequences of global warming, including the melting of permafrost.

This veritable time bomb could release viruses and bacteria that have been

forgotten for thousands of years, against which we would not be immune. The rise in

temperature will also encourage the development of disease-carrying mosquitoes

and ticks in temperate zones.

We believe it is essential to strengthen the international fight against deforestation,

poaching and greenhouse gases.

A strengthening of the means of control (poaching, deforestation, pollution, etc.)

and a tightening of the applicable rules seem to be a priority.

To do this, it will be necessary to ensure compliance with the Paris Agreement.

Finally, a large-scale reflection must be carried out to rethink urban models and limit

the permeability between the human habitats, their livestock and wild animals.
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We propose to strengthen the means of control to combat poaching, deforestation
and various forms of pollution at the UN level.

Proposal 1

We believe it is very important to set up new natural protected areas (forests,
hedges, wetlands, mangroves...) to bring back endangered species and to allow
additional CO2 storage.

Proposal 2

We believe that it is crucial to fight against soil artificialization and urban sprawl in
order to protect the habitats of species and to promote natural water flow in the
soil.

Proposal 3
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We believe we must find alternative solutions to pesticides to prevent that :
• soil and groundwater are not polluted,
• pests develop multi-resistance,
• biodiversity does not decline any further,
• health problems occur in the populations living near the application areas

Proposal 4

It is also important to combat invasive species. Invasive species can pose a significant
ecological risk since their presence disrupts the normal functioning of ecosystems.
They thrive at the expense of local species.

Proposal 5



THE AMBITION 

OF THE    

FUTURE 



This report is a plea for the inclusion of youth in the policies that will shape our future. We

Europeans, citizens of the world, concerned about our environment, will never stop looking at...

Our Future!

Our initiative demonstrates that motivated, dynamic and committed young people are full of ideas

and we call for their greater participation in the political life of our Nation and the European Union.

Our generation must be able to make its voice heard without having to blush or apologize for being

considered "too young", not experienced enough, not responsible enough? We are ready!

We therefore propose to integrate young councilors into national and European decision-making

bodies.

We propose the establishment of these "young advisers" programs in parliamentary committees, in

the strategic councils of national agencies and authorities. At the European level, following the

example of the youth advisers at the UN - UN Youth Envoy - we could be represented in the

European Commission and Parliament. We are ready!
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THE AMBITION 

OF THE    

FUTURE 



We also propose to organize calls for projects aimed at youth.

We call on national and European authorities to involve young people in current affairs. Curious and

reactive, young people could quickly mobilize themselves to deliver reflections and ideas to public

authorities or international organizations. Consultation bodies could be set up to systematically

involve the young generation in decision making. We are ready!

Our ambition, idealism and impertinence will serve the general interest. We are ready, involve us!
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List of Ambitions



FRANCE

STRENGTHENING AND MOBILIZING HUMAN CAPITAL TO FACE CRISIS
1 In times of crisis, the mobilization of the operational reserve
2 Open and transform the Medical Reserve
3 The creation of "Reserves" by professional branches

4
Make the Civic Reserve a permanent and integrated structure in order to federate public, private and
non-profit actors.

5
In times of crisis, make skills patronage and redistribution of forces as alternatives to state "airbag"
measures

6
At the end of the crisis, reevaluate the remuneration policies of those
on the front line.

BECOME MORE EFFECTIVE IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT
7 Create a new articulation between CBRN forces and regular medical personnel

INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR A RESILIENT NATION
8 Develop a culture of crisis management among citizens
9 Develop a culture of crisis management among students

10 Educate citizens in digital good practices
11 Education: Guarantee equality by diversifying student learning materials
12 Education: Promote pedagogical innovation in teaching and teacher training

CREATE THE CONDITIONS FOR A LASTING REBOUND
13 Create a French High Authority for Resilience
14 Create a Recovery Commission for France
15 Encourage relocation, innovation, research and development in the health industry

FOR DIGITAL PUBLIC POLICIES
16 Make digital security as a fundamental right and public service
17 Distance working management systems pushed by local authorities and businesses
18 Put innovation and digital technology to the service of healthcare

19 Accelerate digital transformation to improve public hospitals performance

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AS A PRIORITY ISSUE
20 Involve the general public in the implementation of the objectives of the 2030 agenda

21 Rethink the intensive agricultural model and our consumption
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EUROPE

ACTING AS A UNIT
22 Build a European model of crisis management and coordinated mobilization
23 Bring European aid to countries in difficulty
24 Counter misinformation and populist messages by developing a European communication strategy

WINNING THE ECONOMIC WAR TOGETHER
25 Promote European economic patriotism

MAKE A COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
26 Make the European Green Deal a reality
27 Towards European energy autonomy and a reduction in our consumption
28 Reduce our dependence on oil
29 Improve environmental awareness and education

WORLD

STICK TOGETHER
30 Rethink the international sanctions system by protecting critical sectors such as health

DEFENDING MULTILATERALISM
31 Strengthen international cooperation on health issues

MAKE A COLLECTIVE COMMITMENT TO SAVE THE PLANET
32 Combat deforestation and the destruction of wildlife habitats

… and THE Ambition OF THE FUTURE!



List of acronyms
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Acronym Définition
ADEME Environment Agency and the Energy Management

AFNOR French Association for Standardization

ANSM French National Agency for Medicines Safety

ANSSI French National Agency of Information Systems Security

ARS Regional Health Agencies

ASSR French School Road Safety Certificate

BCP Business Continuity Plan

CBRN Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear

CICDE Joint Center of concepts, doctrines and experiments

CME European Medical Corps

CNED French National Center for Distance Education

CSA French Higher Audiovisual Council

DGCCRF French Directorate General for Competition, Consumption and Fraud Control

DICOD French Delegation to information and communication of Defense

DINUM French Interministerial Directorate digital

DIRECCTE French Regional departments of enterprises, competition, consumption, labor and 
employment

ECDC European Center for Prevention and Disease Control

EMA European Medicines Agency

ERCC The emergency response coordination center

EU European Union

GIEC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

GOTO Global Opportunities Threats Oxford

HSC European Health Security Committee

IEI European Initiative Intervention

IHEDN Institute of Advanced Studies of National Defense

INSPE French National Institutes Superiors of the Teaching and Education

INSTEX Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MOOC Massive Open Online Course

MPCUE Civil Protection Mechanism of the European Union

OCDE Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OIV Operators of vital importance

OSE Essential services operators

OTAN North Atlantic Treaty Organization

OTIAD Joint Territorial Defense Organization

PMS French Superior Military Preparation

SAPR Operation of the early warning and response

SGDSN French Secretariat-General for National Defense and Security

SISSE Strategic Information Service and Economic Security

SMIC French minimum wage

UN United Nations

WHO World Health Organization



devant-nous@jeunes-ihedn.org

https://www.linkedin.com/company/jeunes-ihedn
https://www.facebook.com/jeunesihedn/
https://twitter.com/Jeunes_IHEDN
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https://www.youtube.com/c/JeunesIHEDN
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